A yEGFP-based reporter system for high-throughput yeast two-hybrid assay by flow cytometry.
The yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) assay is a widely used method to study protein-protein interactions, a major objective in postgenome research. Despite the tremendous utility of the Y2H assay, several issues including accuracy, speed, automation, and cost-effectiveness limit its application in high-throughput analysis. We have created an improved Y2H assay reporter system by integrating the codon-optimized yeast enhanced green fluorescent protein (yEGFP) gene into the ADE2 locus of the AH109 yeast strain and evaluated reporter expression using the strong and weak triggers via flow cytometry. We also performed flow cytometry-based Y2H assays in liquid cultures as well as in a cDNA library screening. We have shown that yEGFP, but not EGFP, is a sensitive Y2H reporter for flow cytometric detection. We also show that this yEGFP-based Y2H could be easily adapted to high-throughput format without conventional agar plating. Moreover, our data demonstrate that this system can be used for cDNA library screening. We have developed sensitive and efficient flow cytometry-based Y2H assay system that is well suited for large-scale protein-protein interaction identification and characterization. When compared with the conventional plate and filter membrane-based nutrient and colorimetric analysis, our flow cytometric assay offers convenient, quantitative, and faster reporter analysis compatible with existing liquid handling robots.